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Future Loops is extremely proud to present Rennie Pilgrem 
– Godfather Of Breaks, a superior collection by breaks 
legend Rennie Pilgrem.

With a rich career of over 20 years, Rennie started playing 
on funk bands and producing acid house and techno in the 
early 90s. Together with Ellis Dee they formed Rhythm 
Section and later Rennie created Thursday Club Recordings 
(TCR) on which he has released over a hundred tracks and 
singles.

Rennie is considered responsible and the biggest influence 
on the nu skool breaks scene and has remixed all the big 
names of electronic music: Arthur Baker, Easy Rollers, Elite 
Force, Afrika Bambaata, Meat Katie, Timo Maas, Ferry 
Corsten, BT, Filter and many more!

Rennie's unique sense of groove and funkiness continues 
to put him on demand all over the world for gigs, sets and 
the biggest breaks parties out there!

Rennie Pilgrem and Future Loops teamed up to bring you a 
rich and versatile assortment of some of the signature 
sounds from his personal vault !
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Rennie Pilgrem – Godfather Of Breaks features sharply produce breaks in many different tempos (from 100Bpm to 150Bpm) 
and styles ( from live drums to programmed breaks ) .

The Basslines and Synths range from funkadelic and jazzy to sub sonic and screaming wobbles while the Pads & Chords have 
a retro rave vibe and an analog flavor. All this together with truly varied Piano, Strings, Guitar, FX , far out Vocals and even 
Percussion loops make this sample pack a true gem and an essential addition to your Breaks sample arsenal , all 100% 
royalty-free !

To add bang for your buck you'll find a folder with over 125 one-shots including Bass , Kick , Percussion , Snare and Vox .

Here is an overview of what is included :

Drums - 112 loops
Bass - 83 Loops
FX - 42 Samples
Guitar - 11 Loops
Pads & Chords - 62 Loops
Percussion - 93 Loops
Piano - 19 Loops
Strings - 25 Loops
Synths - 85 Loops
Vocals - 20 Loops

Drum One Shots - 125 Samples

677 WAV Samples
357 REX Loops

With an impressive variety of ready to mix grooviness, Rennie Pilgrem - Godfather Of Breaks will have you cooking up some 
wicked tunes in a hearbeat!
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